
10 Eye-Opening Ideas from a Decade of Harry
Whitney Horsemanship Clinic Journals
Harry Whitney has long been regarded as a master horseman, providing
invaluable insights into the world of horsemanship through his intensive clinics.
For over a decade, his clinic journals have served as a treasure trove of
knowledge, inspiring countless equestrians worldwide. In this article, we bring you
ten eye-opening ideas that will leave you amazed at the depth of wisdom
contained within these journals.

1. The Importance of Building Trust

In Whitney's journals, one recurring theme is the significance of trust in the horse-
human relationship. He emphasizes the need to establish a foundation of trust
through consistent and fair interactions with our equine partners. By doing so, we
create an environment where mutual understanding can flourish.

2. The Power of Non-Verbal Communication

Whitney's journals highlight the power of non-verbal communication when
working with horses. Understanding their body language, subtle cues, and energy
can greatly enhance our ability to connect and influence their behavior. These
insights offer a fresh perspective on the art of horsemanship.
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3. Recognizing Individuality in Horses

One standout takeaway from Whitney's clinic journals is his emphasis on
recognizing the unique personality traits and learning styles of individual horses.
This approach enables us to tailor our training methods to suit their specific
needs, unlocking their true potential.

4. Embracing Patience and Time

Whitney's writings emphasize the importance of patience and allowing horses the
time they need to process and learn. His journals reveal various techniques for
instilling patience within ourselves while ensuring that our equine partners are not
rushed or overwhelmed.

5. Establishing Boundaries, Not Control

Contrary to traditional views, Whitney's journals argue against seeking control
over horses. Instead, he advocates for establishing clear boundaries that foster
trust and understanding. By creating a partnership based on collaboration rather
than dominance, we build a stronger connection with our horses.

6. The Role of Feel and Timing

In his clinic journals, Whitney delves into the crucial role of feel and timing in
horsemanship. Understanding when to apply pressure, when to release, and how
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to respond to the horse's feedback can significantly enhance our communication
and foster a more harmonious partnership.

7. Finding Harmony through Balance

Whitney's writings highlight the quest for balance, not only physically but also
mentally and emotionally. By cultivating a balanced mindset and developing a
harmonious way of moving with the horse, we improve our ability to influence and
guide their movements.

8. The Art of Observation

One remarkable gift imparted through Whitney's clinic journals is the art of
observation. By actively observing our horses' response to our cues and
adjusting our approach accordingly, we become more attuned to their needs,
leading to a deeper level of connection and understanding.

9. Developing Softness and Lightness

Whitney's insights on developing softness and lightness in our communication
with horses offer a transformative perspective. Through consistent practice and
attention to detail, we can refine our aids and create a more subtle and effective
means of interaction.

10. The Journey of Self-Discovery

A remarkable aspect of Whitney's clinic journals is the focus on personal growth
and self-awareness. He encourages equestrians to embark on a journey of self-
discovery alongside their horses, constantly learning, evolving, and reflecting on
our own thoughts and actions.

These ten ideas are merely a glimpse into the wealth of wisdom captured in Harry
Whitney's clinic journals. Through his teachings, we are invited to embrace a new



dimension in horsemanship, one that goes beyond technique and emphasizes
the profound relationship between horse and human. So dive into his journals,
expand your perspective, and embark on an incredible journey of enlightenment
and growth.
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In "Considering Horsemanship (Chapters Six Through Ten)," one of America’s
most loved and devoted equestrian writers, Tom Moates, takes an all new
approach to thinking about horsemanship. The subtitle sums it up: "A Book of
Ideas Inspired By a Decade of Harry Whitney Horsemanship Clinic Journals."
Moates revisits the tattered pages of notebooks kept from each of the Harry
Whitney clinics he has attended across America and begins each chapter with a
quote from his mentor. These sage remarks act as launching points into in depth
discussions on the topic of horsemanship. This Kindle book contains chapter six
through ten offered for a modest price—chapters one through five are available
already for Kindle, and other similar installments will be published as Kindle
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books along the way and when the book has been completed it will be published
in full print and e-book editions. For more on Tom Moates and his other eight
horse books (including the celebrated modern equestrian classic A Horse's
Thought) please visit: www.TomMoates.com.
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